Copplestone Primary School PTA meeting
3rd February 2020

Present:
Claire Glover
Sarah Hancock
Steph Saunders
Lindsey Carpenter
Kirsty Sharp
Mrs Mackey
Apologies:
Helen Olsson
Beth Mclaughlin-Bowdler
Gill White
Tracy Hookway

First item on the agenda; Quiz night
Helpers are Claire, Steph, Tracy, Lisa, Gill if needed. Claire is running the quiz, Steph and
someone else, possibly Claire or Andrew to collect chips.
Using boxes from the kitchen to pick up the chips, need to collet these on Friday. We still have salt
and vinegar from last time. Will fill up ketchup bottles from kitchen ketchup.
CG meeting with BMB on Tuesday to discuss and finalise quiz things. The Copplestone
Community Hall Association are sorting the raffle and prizes. Sold 57 tickets so far.

Second item on the agenda; Wish list with choir money.
The children had written a wish list of things to spend the money they raised singing in the choir.
They would like a basketball hoop with a backboard and various board games.
CG, SS, SH to meet up on Tuesday to purchase these. A more expensive basket ball hoop has
been purchased with PTA money added to it. It was a stronger and more durable hoop. PTA also
purchased the games:
6 x top trumps, Dobble, Jenga, Connect 4, snakes and letters and Ludo set.

Third item on the agenda; Mothers Day
Mothers day is the 22nd March, Mothers day shop will be on Wednesday the 18th March. We can
send out slips when we come back from half term.

Fourth item on the agenda; PE bags and blankets from old school jumpers.
CG and SS had made two different PE bags for us to look at. We’d like to have a get together at
school to make the PE bags and blankets. Discussed sending out a parent mail asking for
volunteers to help cut squares and sew, also for anyone that could lend their sewing machines.
We would need to buy cord for the bags, and maybe have some old duvets for backing for the
blankets.
Item to action; send out parent mail asking for volunteers and old duvets or sheets.

Miscellaneous items we discussed
-Are we still going to do bunny bounce now that Inflatafun has been sold. The children like the
bouncing but should we do something different. Mrs Mackey to ask the school council for ideas.
-Brief discussion of the circus in September.
-Talked about the possibility of doing a summer disco instead of an October one. It could be a
beach theme and maybe a leavers disco for year 6.
- Brief discussion about world book day. The school might not do dressing up as characters but
maybe come to school in your pyjamas with reading throughout the day.
- CG asked mrs Mackey to get a figure together for replacing the electronics kits at school as
someone had mentioned they were getting old.

Next meeting date Tuesday the 25th February at 9am
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